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BRONZE, Multicultural 
Campaign Title: Tu voz, Tu sabor (Your Voice, Your Beat) 
Year the campaign took place: 2018 
 

 
 
Brand: PepsiCo 
Creative Agency: Content Collective, LARAS, Cien+  
Media Company/Agency: OMD, Univision 
Research Company: Egg Strategy 
Additional Affiliated Companies:  
 
 
Summary of the marketing challenge, methodology, insight 
discovered, creative execution and business impact. 
 

Challenge:  
Hispanic consumers will account for the majority of growth in 
carbonated soft drinks in the next 5 years, so they are critical for the 
future of the Pepsi brand. However, Pepsi communications were not 
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really connecting with this cohort and we had lost share. It was critical 
for Pepsi to become relevant again. 
 
Methodology:  
We launched in-depth ethnographic research. We were able to 
understand U.S. Hispanics’ new cultural reality and uncovered insights 
that inspired an evolution on how we engage and leverage our brand 
platforms with this consumer.  
 
Creative Execution:  
The ground-breaking Pepsi "Tu Voz, Tu Sabor" (Your Voice, Your Beat) 
campaign built authentic connections and stories among culturally-dual 
Hispanic music artists across different phases of their musical journey, 
tapping into the cultural duality of our core target. 
 
Impact:  
The initial campaign achieved very positive results with tremendous 
viewership, community engagement, social conversations, and 
ultimately impacting sales. Results in 2018 were so positive that the 
program was expanded and further developed into a bigger platform 
for 2019 and beyond. 

 
CONSUMER INSIGHT  
 

Hispanics no longer assimilate. They want to stand out, showcase and 
celebrate their cultural duality, in their own terms. 

 
MARKETING CHALLENGE 
 

With a population of 58 million, increasing buying power, and larger, 
younger households with more children, Hispanics have become a critical 
segment for the growth of any consumer brand, and most certainly for 
the Carbonated Soft Drinks category.  
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While Pepsi brand used to engage directly with the Hispanic consumer, in 
recent years Pepsi communications had been geared towards a total 
market. This approach proved to be too generic for this cohort to engage 
emotionally. Additionally, this consumer segment has evolved culturally 
such that communications targeted to traditional acculturation segments 
no longer reflect their reality. 

 
These factors had resulted in declining brand preference, share and buy 
rate for Pepsi among this consumer. In order to reverse these trends, 
Pepsi needed a dedicated approach to build brand love and become 
culturally relevant again. 

 
METHODOLOGY  
 

We needed research with the ability to get beyond the basic Hispanic 
cultural understanding and probe the deep underlying motivations of our 
audience. Consequently, we planned a two-phase approach using a 
combination of digital mobile ethnographies and in-person interviews, 
which allowed us to first identify key themes and then drill deeper on the 
most relevant angles for Pepsi.  
 
We wanted respondents that represented the current cultural reality of 
Hispanic in the U.S. So we recruited them, not by traditional acculturation 
specs, but by their cultural affinity (how close they feel and live to their 
Hispanic culture of origin, and how close they feel and live to the 
American culture). About 50% were conducted in Spanish and 50% in 
English. 
 
Mobile Ethnographies:  Using a digital ethno tool we conducted 50 
ethnographies over a period of 6 days across LA, Phoenix, Miami, NY and 
Houston. We immersed into Hispanics’ motivations, aspirations and 
everyday manifestations of their cultural duality. We also explored needs, 
occasions and lifestyle drivers around carbonated soft drinks.   
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In-person IDIs: an additional phase of IDIs across LA and Phoenix 
allowed us to drill deeper and ladder on the most relevant themes for our 
campaign. This phase was also important for us to capture vivid video to 
illustrate our findings. 

 
As a result, we were able to distill three critical insights that served as the 
DNA for Pepsi “Tu Voz, Tu Sabor” (Your Voice, Your Beat) campaign: 

• Hispanics live through passion points such as music and moments 
that celebrate culture 

• They embrace both Latino & American culture and are unapologetic 
about their dual identity (they feel 100% Latino and 100% 
American)  

• Most importantly, they are inspired by those like-minded Latinos 
who have achieved the ‘Hispanic-American Dream’ expressing their 
cultural duality in their own terms 

 
Additionally, we found that Pepsi is clearly associated with parties, fun, 
and pop culture. They see Pepsi as a young, hip and spontaneous brand 
that is in tune with current trends. This confirmed that music was not 
only relevant but also an ownable space for our campaign. 

 
CREATIVE EXECUTION 
 

These powerful insights set us up to reclaim brand relevance by 
leveraging key passion points and the equity Pepsi already has with 
music. 
 
It all came together in the “Tu Voz, Tu Sabor” campaign, which included 
integrations, commercials and activations that were all featured the week 
of the Latin Grammy Awards, the most prestigious night in Latin music, 
and a key cultural moment for our target. The creative formats included 
TV spots, short-form Facebook videos and Instagram photo posts and 
stories. 
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The central idea for “Tu Voz, Tu Sabor” was around supporting and 
building authentic connections and stories among culturally-dual Hispanic 
music artists across different phases of their musical journey: 

• Established artist: J Balvin, who successfully manifests his cultural 
duality in his own terms, lent his voice and story as inspiration to 
rising and aspiring artists 

• Rising Stars: We partnered with influencers, including X2 and 
Zamira, who look to the established artist for inspiration and serve 
as mentors to aspiring artists who are beginning to find their voice 
and mold their dual identity 

• Aspiring Artists: Four Latin Grammy Cultural Foundation scholarship 
recipients join their favorite established and rising artists for a 
memorable night of mentorship, recognition and connections as 
Pepsi special guests. 

 
The key TV spot that aired during the Grammy included ownable custom 
content developed the night before at the Latin Grammy Cultural 
Foundation’s Person of the Year Gala where our rising stars and aspiring 
artists had the chance to interact with J Balvin for encouraging messages 
to celebrating their cultural duality in their pursuit of their dreams. 
 
Then, our rising stars and influencers posted numerous Facebook videos 
and Instagram posts talking about their experience with J Balvin and 
encouraging others to celebrate and express their cultural duality. 
 
The campaign allowed us to reignite Pepsi’s connection to music and 
demonstrate our legacy to artists and the community. 

 
BUSINESS RESULTS/LESSONS LEARNED  
 

Tu Voz, Tu Sabor program surpassed our brand and marketing objectives 
connecting deeply with Hispanic consumers and impacting sales. 
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On-air programing during the event Reached 6.9 million P2+, 68% co-
viewing, and was the most social TV program of the day with 4.2 million 
interactions. 
 
Brand favorability increased by 30% and purchasing intent increased by 
29%, as measured by Morning Consult pre and post campaign study. 
 
The campaign also contributed to sales. Measured by IRI, Pepsi Hispanic 
buy rate increased in 2018 by +4.2* and during Q4’18 Pepsi Hispanic 
surpassed the carbonated soft drinks category performance for the first 
time in 3 years. ** 
 
“Tu Voz, Tu Sabor” music program was so successful that it was 
expanded for 2019 to include a media-to-shelf activation in partnership 
with Latin Billboards En Vivo, an intimate, private concert series and 
multiple product integrations at programing specifically relevant to our 
Pepsi Hispanic target. 
 
 
Sales data sources:  
* IRI Panel, Total Hispanic, L52 weeks ending Dec 2018,  
** IRI HIA, Hispanic Only, 13 week periods FY 2016, 2017, YTD 2018 week ending 
12-02-18 

 


